Fuel is one of the biggest expenses in the trucking industry. That’s why Goodyear offers a complete family of tires and retreads featuring Fuel Max Technology. These SmartWay-verified tires incorporate fuel-efficient compounds, constructions and innovative tread designs to help lower rolling resistance and reduce your cost per mile. Fuel Max tires are available for all wheel positions including wide base models.

See how you can make Goodyear tires and retreads with Fuel Max Technology part of your total solution of trusted products, nationwide Dealer network, reliable service and fleet management tools at goodyeartucktires.com.
FUEL MAX® TIRES AVAILABLE IN STEER, DRIVE AND TRAILER POSITIONS

**FUEL MAX™ LHS™**
Goodyear’s Most Fuel-Efficient Steer Tire.

**FUEL MAX™ LHD G505D™**
Goodyear’s Most Fuel-Efficient Steer Tire.

**G572A LHD FUEL MAX**
A Fuel-Efficient Long Haul Drive Tire With Long Mileage.

**G572 1AD FUEL MAX™**
Premium Tire For High-Torque, Single-Axle Drive And 6X2 Applications That Offers Enhanced Fuel Efficiency, Tread Life And Traction.

**G572A LHD FUEL MAX**
A Fuel-Efficient Long Haul Drive Tire With Long Mileage.

**G399A LHS FUEL MAX**
A Long Haul Steer Tire Combining Fuel Efficiency And Long Mileage.

**G392A SSD DURASEAL + FUEL MAX**
A Fuel-Efficient, Wide Base Drive Tire With The Enhanced Puncture Resistance Of DuraSeal Technology.

**FUEL MAX™ RSA**
A Fuel-Efficient Long Haul Trailer Tire With Long Mileage.

**G394 SST® DURASEAL + FUEL MAX™**
A Fuel-Efficient, Wide Base Trailer Tire With The Enhanced Puncture Resistance Of DuraSeal Technology®.

**G316® LHT™ FUEL MAX®**
A Fuel-Efficient Long Haul Trailer Tire With Long Mileage.

**G316® LHT™ FUEL MAX®**
A Fuel-Efficient Long Haul Trailer Tire With Long Mileage.

Find your total solution at [goodyeartrucktires.com](http://goodyeartrucktires.com).
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